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We do telescopes (and mirrors)   The Daniel K. Inouye Solar
Telescope on Haleakala



www.the-colossus.com

Telescopes much larger that TMT are waiting to
be built... (A UH design)
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Currently planned WLTs are technologies extrapolated from Keck (except GMT) –
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Mirrors and optics come from the UH’s 
Advanced Technology Research Center
Pukalani, Maui



Mirrors are...

• Energy concentrators
• Imaging elements
• Often expensive because of 

– subtractive (polishing) technologies
– wavelength-scale metrology
– need for stability
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Mirrors for Concentrating Light
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II.   Imagers: abrasive polishing: 106 $90K/m2 300kg/m2

I.  Good collectors: CNC:          >500 $2K/m2 100kg/m2

0. Bad Collectors: Mold, stamped:  <15 $0.1K/m2 50kg/m2

Parabola
Mirror

Source

Current technology:   concentration:    Cost: Mass

Receiver

Tracker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mirrors are energy concentrators, which can also be, the heart of  “telescopes.” They collect light from a source -- the sun, an earth orbiting satellite, or an astronomical target like a planet are all sources. The optical system has three parts, a parabola shaped mirror,  a receiver, and a tracker to keep the system pointed at the source. For real telescopes the mirror is “image quality” (because the receiver records images). Imaging mirrors are thick, heavy, and expensive since they’re made by abrasively grinding glass a few molecules at a time to shape. They are about 100,000$/m^2 to polish. A rougher mirror surface can still  be a “good energy collector.” Then we describe its quality by the factor that it concentrates the energy by. “Good mirrors” can concentrate the light by about a factor of 500 or more and they’re often made with computer-controled grinding machines at a cost of about 2000$ per m^2. There are also useful “bad collectors” , often made by stamping or molding thin sheets of reflective aluminum -- they can be 100$/m2 and often concentrate the light by a factor of only 5-15.
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Two phases in this technology

II.  Live Mirror ™

$10K/m2 60kg/m2

I. Deterministic Shaping ™

$100/m2 15kg/m2

Start: “Window” glass
Non-abrasive 

shaping
Image-based 

metrology

PV power: 
TAM: $15B last year
Doubling time, 1.5yr

Free Space Optical Communication:
TAM $34M last year
Doubling time 6: years
Astronomy
Amateur market 0.5-1m: $3M
Academic market >1m:    $10M
Growth market: >20m:    $1B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As optical scientists we set out to find a solution that would allow larger astronomical telescopes and their mirrors to be built. Along the way we discovered that the first step of our process yields a non-imaging, but extremely inexpensive and high light concentration mirror. The second step yields a precise imaging mirror. You’ll notice that at both stages we make mirrors that are about 10x less expensive than the old technologies. Both stages are relevant to large and growing markets. The good collectors solve a problem in solar power systems that I’m about to tell you about, but the final stage mirrors are also exciting because inexpensive imaging mirrors will capture the 15M$ amateur and academic telescope market, along with the emerging market of free space optical communication, where ground-station telescopes observe light emitting satellites with information transmission bandwidths many times larger than radio communication. We won’t talk about the second level imaging mirrors now, but focus on non-imaging mirrors and solar power which just last year was a market of over 15B$. 



MorphOptic Mirrors are...
Highly accurate parabolas
50μm rms, from window glass, no polishing
1000x energy concentration
inexpensive



For solar energy...
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Efficiency Cost / 
kW

Thermal 
energy

4KW, 
small 

systems

Separate 
detector 
receiver

Modular

Hybrid
CPV

35+% $ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

PV 20% $ ✕ ✔ ✕ ✕

Solar
Trough 15% $$ Dedicated 

System ✕ ✕ ✕

Fresnel
CPV 30+% $$$ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MO does solar power unlike any others that were or are now in the market…



Worlds Largest Telescopes (WLT)
GMT

TMT

EELT

Keck OWL
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Thin mirrors and gravity deformation: 
Optimal actuator mass and spacing

D

a

zpp = 10ρa4/Et2

a, t in cm, E in Pa, rho cgs
Borosilicate…
Z = 25nm, a=20cm, t=5cm 

M=100g  t=1cm with a=10cm
D=8m  5000 actuators

Area mass density 500kg/m^2  60kg/m^2



Keck and TMT/EELT:
Mass in 3-levels of optics, structural support

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3 Backbone moving structure



Slumped 6mm plate glass, measured 
parabolicity, no polishing

Provisional patent submitted



Large active mirrors can have 
stiffness created from a 3D printed 

hybrid sandwich structure

Provisional patent 
submitted



   

3D Layout
Col osus 0. 1,  74m di amet er
5/ 21/ 2014
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A Colossus Optical Configuration
60 x 8m phased-array telescopes 

M1

M2

M1: 60 x 8m OAP
M1 - R=40m parabola
Image F/ 5
f = 380m
M2: 60 x 45cm

74m

3.6m

This is where tip/tilt
and adaptive wavefront
corrections are made for
each subaperture



Mirror phases encoded in the psf

One mirror phase
change p/2

0.01 arcsec



ParFAIT

   

 
   

   

 
   

• 39 5x5m no-polish mirror segments
• 4 arcsecond field-of-view
• 0.001 arcsecond angular resolution

(20cm at Geo)
• 75x75m optical support structure
• Mass 110T
• Cost $150M

0.1
arcsec

companion
0.05 arcsec
separation



Adjusting subaperture mirror phases
creates movable 10-8 “dark hole” 



WLT scaling laws and Colossus
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Colossus mass and cost estimates from Dynamic Structures, Ltd.
...for same aperture as “conventional” telescope, one order of magnitude $ savings



Realistic 
Optimism... Telescopes now planned from the 

astronomical community are too 
small and not good for their scattered 
light properties
A mildly specialized, buildable big 
ground-based telescope, can have 
the sensitivity needed to detect 10’s 
of living planets within 20pc of the 
Earth

www.the-colossus.com

For more, see www.the-colossus.com
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